
Retail Operations Coordinator

The Opportunity

The Retail Operations Coordinator will play a key role in supporting our Retail Sales team with
all aspects of order management, as well as vendor and inventory management. The ideal
candidate is organized, adaptable, a self-starter, and has a mindset for continuous
improvement. This position reports to the Director of Operations.

The Company

At vitruvi, we’re on a mission to make people feel at home in their spaces through beautiful,
natural, air care products. From our award-winning diffusers to our sophisticated aromas and
innovative air freshener sprays, we combine quality design with safe ingredients to transform
homes.

The Role

● Own the end-to-end process for retailer purchase orders—from PO acceptance, to sales
order creation, to ensuring timely and accurate delivery, and invoicing

● Manage multiple internal and external systems for accurate and timely order routing
while meeting shipping guidelines

● Support new item creation for retail partners
● Support the onboarding process for new retail partners
● Support Sales and Operations with inventory allocation, as well as the balancing of

inventory between warehouses
● Lead communications with our 3PL to coordinate company initiatives and deliverables
● Identify kitting requirements, create kitting projects, and manage their execution at our

3PL
● Identify, create, document, and lead new processes as needed for ongoing

cross-functional efficiencies
● Support Sales and Operations teams with ad-hoc projects as needed
● Work cross-functionally with internal and external teams to ensure seamless execution

of orders, projects, product launches, and ongoing order management
● Participate in a respectful and productive manner; provide and accept thoughtful counsel

and advice; and fully support decisions made by the team

Qualifications

● 1-2 years of experience, preferably in order management or sales operations



● Excellent communication skills—interpersonal, written, and verbal
● Strong ability to work independently and under pressure, and to meet deadlines
● Master of time management, organization, documentation, and relationship management
● Strong analytical thinker with the ability to be creative
● Ability to multitask in a fast-paced environment with a keen attention to detail
● Strong knowledge of Google Suite
● PO management software knowledge highly desirable (EDI systems and inventory

management systems)

If you are interested in this position, please send your resume and cover letter to
careers@vitruvi.com, and include the job title in your subject line.

We believe that diversity is essential to innovation; as an equal opportunity employer, we do not
discriminate on the basis of race, religion, national origin, gender identity, sexual orientation,
age, or disability status. While we welcome all applications, we are only able to respond directly
to those who are short-listed for posted roles.
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